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OUR SHAREHOLDERS

OUR SHAREHOLDERS
“CEMEX USA STRIVES FOR EXCELLENCE IN EVERYTHING WE DO, AND 2016
HAS BEEN NO EXCEPTION. MOVING FORWARD, WE’LL CONTINUE TO BUILD
ON OUR SUCCESSES BY RECOMMITTING OURSELVES TO THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY OF OUR PEOPLE, MAKING CUSTOMER CENTRICITY OUR PASSION,
RETURNING OUR COMPANY TO INVESTMENT GRADE AND RELENTLESSLY
PURSUING OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE AS ONE GLOBAL CEMEX.”

IGNACIO MADRIDEJOS USA RESULTS
CEMEX USA PRESIDENT

In the United States, our domestic gray
cement, ready-mix and aggregates
volumes increased in the second
quarter by 5%, 6% and 4%, respectively,
as compared to the same period
last year. Volume growth during the
quarter was driven by residential and
infrastructure activity and despite
an unseasonably warm winter that
brought some demand forward to the
first quarter. In the residential sector,
housing starts increased 1% with singlefamily starts increasing 7% supported
by low inventories, job creation, low
interest rates and household formation.
On the infrastructure sector, highwayand-bridges construction spending
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increased 7% year-to-date May with
increased state spending and a new
federal highway bill. Construction
spending in the industrial-andcommercial sector continued to slow,
reflecting a headwind from energy,
agriculture and manufacturing
investment. We estimate national
cement consumption for this sector
grew in the low single digits during
the quarter, reflecting growth in
the lodging, office and commercial
segments.

USA PRIORITIES
Health & Safety

Our ultimate goal for Health & Safety is Zero4Life; we’ll achieve
this goal by reducing our LTI rate across our U.S. operations. We
will also improve our health through annual physicals, smoking
cessation, balanced diet and regular exercise.

Customer Centricity

Our vision is to establish value for our customers and company
through exceptional quality and service. We’ll achieve this goal
by communicating with our customers; delivering on promises;
understanding relationships are built on trust; quickly assessing and
resolving problems as they arise; and following the four principles
established in our Commercial Model: what are our objectives, where
to play, how to win and what to do.

Return to Investment Grade

We will return our company to investment grade by improving our
EBITDA, achieving ZERO working capital days, optimizing our asset
base and improving relationships with communities by building
local engagement plans.

Work as One Global CEMEX &
Pursue Operational Excellence

Ignacio’s
Town Hall Meetings
BALCONES

CLINCHFIELD

PHOENIX

SEATTLE

We will improve our results by empowering our employees
to identify and eliminate waste from all our processes and
leverage the global networks by globally mobilizing the collective
knowledge of the organization to improve the business model for
sustainable and profitable growth.

Millions of U.S. dollars

Volume

Price (LC)

2

2Q16 vs. 2Q15

2Q16 vs. 1Q16

Cement

5%

14%

Ready mix

6%

10%

Aggregates

4%

7%

2Q16 vs. 2Q15

2Q16 vs. 1Q16

Cement

4%

2%

Ready mix

1%

1%

Aggregates

1%

1%

Don’t forget to follow us!
www.facebook.com/CEMEXUSA
www.twitter.com/CEMEX_USA
www.youtube.com/CEMEXUSA
www.CEMEXUSA.com
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OUR PEOPLE
Meet Master Welder
Gina Gadpaille
When it comes to determining
a career, inspiration can strike
in the most unlikely of places.
For FEC Quarry Master Welder
Leadperson Gina Gadpaille, that
place was high school art class.

“It was a sculpture class, and
they had a torch outfit up close
to the front of the classroom, so I was assigned to that.
The teacher showed me how to braze, and that just kind of
sparked an interest, so to speak,” Gadpaille said.
Now, she’s been welding for CEMEX for 39 years, and she has
the trophy case to prove it. Gadpaille has been a member of
the American Welding Society since trade school, and in 2012
she was given the Lifetime Membership Award. She was also
named Employee of the Year for the Florida Region in 2013.
Gadpaille says her favorite thing about working for CEMEX is
the company’s commitment to safety, and her favorite part
of the job is that she’s never bored.
“There’s always something new, even though sometimes
you’re doing the same activity, it’s just always a little bit
different, and every day is a new adventure,” Gadpaille said.
When she’s not on the job, Gadpaille enjoys gardening and
getting back to her artistic roots, doing welding art and
crafting gifts for friends and family.

SCOTT
DUCOFF

PRESIDENT,
TEXAS/NEW MEXICO REGION

CEMEX USA Honored by
ACI for Groundbreaking
Cement Research
The American Concrete Institute
(ACI) recently awarded Hamid
Farzam, CEMEX USA Vice
President – Technical Services
& Quality Assurance, the ACI
Wason Medal for Materials
Research for his coauthored
paper on the study of hydration kinetics and reactivity of
ferrite in industrial cement, which was published in the ACI
Materials Journal.
The ACI is a leading source of expertise and resources for
individuals and organizations involved in concrete design,
construction and materials. It has more than 101 chapters
and nearly 20,000 members in more than 120 countries.
Farzam, a fellow of the ACI, has more than 29 years of
experience in cement and concrete technology and the
chemical admixtures used in underground, mining and
civil construction. This is the second time he’s received the
prestigious Wason Medal in his career, but the first since
joining CEMEX.
The research and information generated to write papers like
Farzam’s happens at the CEMEX Technical Center in Tampa.
From there, CEMEX specialists collaborate, conduct testing
and analyze data to find creative solutions to problems facing
the industry.
By producing papers and being active in organizations like
the ACI, Farzam and his team are helping to elevate CEMEX
USA’s reputation as the top supplier of advanced, technical
solutions in the building materials industry.

SAFETY

Supplier Safety
Qualification Program

As you know, our Zero4Life safety vision is an integral part of the CEMEX
culture and an important factor in the selection of our suppliers and
contractors in the United States.
In an effort to improve the health and safety of our employees and our
contractors, CEMEX has contracted with a third-party provider, Avetta
(formerly PICS Auditing), to assist us with our contractor prequalification
process and their continued eligibility to work with CEMEX.
We are confident that this new initiative will ensure that all suppliers we
engage with have the same commitment to the health and safety of their
employees, clients and the community in which they operate as we do.
All suppliers will be required to enroll in the program in order to continue
or begin new work with CEMEX. While participation in the program is
mandatory, enrollment does not guarantee business with CEMEX. It
simply means that, based on a supplier’s qualification status, they and/or
their subcontractors may be eligible to work for our business locations in
the future.

DO YOU PRACTICE
THE SAFETY
ESSENTIALS?
JULY
Personal
Protective
Equipment
Always wear the
correct PPE.

All active contractors have received a letter from Avetta indicating this
transition. As part of the program, the contractors will be responsible for
a one-time activation fee and an annual membership fee. All contractors
must be registered and compliant in the system by September 1, 2016.
Due to the high volume of contract services for the cement business,
the Supplier Safety Qualification Program is being rolled out in cement
operations first before expanding to other business lines in the future.
If you have any questions or want more information about this
new program, please visit http://www.cemexusa.com/Suppliers/
SupplierSafetyQualificationProgram.aspx.

AUGUST
Driving Safety
Drive safely.
Ensure you are
properly trained
and your
vehicle is well
maintained.

“We want the specifying engineers and the industry at large
to know that CEMEX has the technical capacity and knowhow to design customized concrete mixtures to meet any
performance requirements—no matter the size, scope or
complexity. We are the supplier of choice,” he said.

SEPTEMBER

“Throughout the Texas/New Mexico Region we have highly engaged employees that
perform at their best every day. They understand their roles and responsibilities
in creating a safe work environment. Their success drives our business results
which, in turn, drives the future of CEMEX and our people. It’s simple - work
hard, have fun and care about the business and your fellow employees.”
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Tools and
Equipment
Use the correct,
well maintained,
tools/equipment
for the job.
Never “make
do.”

Stop. Think. Then... Act Safely.
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OUR PEOPLE

OUR PEOPLE
HEALTH & WELLNESS

“I’ve accomplished something I didn’t think I
would ever accomplish in my life.”

SUCCESS
STORY

- TOM GREEN, CEMENT, COMMERCIAL SALES

Tom kicked his tobacco habit by using the telephonic
coaching program.

OUR PEOPLE
WHO ARE LIVING
OUR VALUES

Resources to help you quit tobacco for good

Whether you prefer the support of a live coach or the independence of an online program, CEMEX provides you with a variety of
resources to help you quit tobacco. Best of all, these resources are provided by the company at no cost to you (2).

provider

description

here’s how

Telephonic and online coaching programs.

Call StayWell at 1-855-847-6810
Online at cemex.staywell.com

Aetna and BlueCross
Blue Shield of TX (BCBSTX) members(2)

CVS Minute Clinic: onsite individual screening and counseling services.

Go to www.minuteclinic.com to find a clinic near you.

Kaiser Northwest (NW)
and
Kaiser California (CA)
members(2)

Telephonic and online programs.

Call Kaiser NW at 1-800-813-2000 or Kaiser CA at 1-800-464-4000.
Online at www.kp.org/quitsmoking

UnitedHealthcare (UHC)
members(2)

Online only “Quit for Life” program.

Call UHC at 1-800-624-8822
Online at www.quitnow.net
Enter the health plan name: UnitedHealthcare.

StayWell

(1) (2)

All employees may use the StayWell quit tobacco program, spouses must be enrolled in the CEMEX medical plan.
Tobacco cessation drugs covered under the medical plan’s prescription drug provisions.

(1)
(2)

GET STARTED
on your 2016 CEMEX wellness
program actions
At CEMEX, nothing is more important than
the health and safety of the employees.

Building a better future

REGISTER FOR THE 2016 CEMEX 10K-A-DAY CHALLENGE!
You’ll track your steps and take a virtual trip through one of several famous international trails.
You can even start or join a team! Log 10,000 steps per day for a chance to win healthy prizes!
REGISTRATION: Aug. 22-Sept. 6

|

CHALLENGE DATES: Aug. 29- Oct. 9

To avoid the 2017 medical plan surcharge, you and your
spouse covered by the CEMEX medical plan must complete
the following wellness actions by Nov. 15, 2016:
1) Annual physical exam
2) Online health assessment questionnaire
Questions?
Visit https://cemex.staywell.com
or call StayWell at 1-855-847-6810
Stay Informed.
Sign up for text messages to receive HR and benefits
information. You can subscribe by texting CEMEXHR to 23613
from your mobile phone.*
*Text messaging and data rates may apply. Frequency of alerts depends on
account preference. For additional information and terms and conditions, go to
http://benetxt.com/cemexhr.
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OUR VALUES MAKE UP THE ESSENCE OF OUR CULTURE. THEY EXPRESS WHO WE ARE, HOW WE BEHAVE,
AND WHAT WE BELIEVE IN. THESE ARE THE VALUES THAT GUIDE US: ENSURE SAFETY, FOCUS ON
CUSTOMERS, PURSUE EXCELLENCE, WORK AS ONE CEMEX, ACT WITH INTEGRITY.

HEALTH ESSENTIALS
JULY Watch Your Health

Take part in regular health checks that are available. Act
on the results to help you have a better lifestyle.

AUGUST VACCINES

Are your vaccinations up-to-date? They can save your
life. Remember, when traveling abroad, you may need
additional vaccinations.

SEPTEMBER Safe Guard Your Back

Are you sitting comfortably? Is your workstation or driving
seat properly adjusted? Assess an object before lifting or
moving it. Get help if required.

CANYON
CHAMPIE

Hector
Avalos

Dennis
Batey

SANDY
Knieriemen

Rob
Swisher

Southern Arizona
Ready-Mix

TX/NM Region

TX/NM Region

Florida Aggregates

Finance BSO, FL

The level of focus
and attention that
Hector brings to
both our internal and
external customers
is inspiring to others.
His determination,
passion, energy,
and commitment to
customers have been
crucial to our success
in the Rio Grande
Valley.

Dennis and his team of
CEMEX Employees and
Contractors modified and
constructed the Balcones
Water Reclaim and Sand
Plant, making this Plant
a true “Best Practice”
and operational success.
Dennis is always present
“leading by example” and
working the extra mile to
do the job “right”.

Sandy is not only a
great team player,
but customers
also frequently
compliment Sandy
on her willingness
to resolve problems
quickly. They say
Sandy is strong,
firm and they really
respect her and her
professionalism.

Acting with integrity
means doing the
right thing when no
one is looking. Rob
acts as a steward of
the Company and is
transparent in being
honest and caring.

Safety is first and
foremost the most
important item
Canyon deals with day
in and day out. Canyon
not only talks the talk,
he walks the walk with
Safety, Customers,
Excellence, One
CEMEX and above all
acts with Integrity.
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OUR PEOPLE
ERIC WITTMANN

SUPERVISOR TRAINING CAMP

PRESIDENT, WEST REGION

We have launched our Supervisor Training Camp. This is an
opportunity for us to focus on our supervisors’ health & safety
management skills and prepare them for our challenge to
achieve ZERO lost-time injuries in the fourth quarter.

“You have demonstrated that you put
health and safety at the forefront
every day, no matter what the
production pressures are.”

SAFETY
MILESTONES

1
BE PREPARED

KIRK LIGHT

Congratulations to our
operations for achieving
safety milestones on being LTI
free and helping us reach our
goal of Zero4life.

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, LOGISTICS

“Preparation is key. In order for us
to be healthy and to work safely,
we simply cannot achieve perfect
execution without it. Our goal is zero
recordable injuries, and we must be
mentally and physically ready for
every task or job we perform.”
KNOXVILLE

Thorough
preparation
makes its own
luck, and we
must ensure
that our
supervisors
and their
teams are
always well
prepared.

DEMOPOLIS

2
ODESSA

SACRAMENTO/RENO
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FAIRBORN

VICTORVILLE

DE ZAVALA

BALCONES

BE STRONG

As leaders, our
supervisors
must be
experts on the
Health, Safety
& Driving
Essentials and
have a working
knowledge of
the CEMEX
Health
& Safety
Management
System.

We’ll prepare for the upcoming
challenge by focusing on the four
fundamental leadership qualities
required for us to win.

3
BE QUICK TO
EXECUTE

Our ability to
change and
adapt quickly
is critical to
achieving
Zero4Life.
Delays in
execution send
a message to
our workforce
that health &
safety are not
truly our top
priorities.

4
BE AN ACTIVE
COACH

As a
supervisor,
your team
must see you
as their leader,
mentor and
protector.
Active
engagement
of your
employees is
essential to
CEMEX USA’s
success.
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OUR PEOPLE

Congratulations
on your years of
Service at CEMEX
40 YEARS
Helen M Lowery
Steven L Grett
Robbie E Hughton
Martin L Wilkes
John Calon Saddler Jr.

Port Everglades Terminal
Victorville River Plant
Victorville River Plant
Black Mountain Quarry
Port Everglades Terminal

30 YEARS
William B Allen
Gerald W Crane Jr.
Victor M Tapia
Craig R Souza
Darik J Hepper
Leonard Davis
Jose E Cano
Gary W Bramlett
Michael A Camello
Rodney Norwood
William J Yates Jr.
Jerry L Singleton
John G Shaw
David H Dorriety
Larry F Cunning
Quirino C Esquivel
Michael L Slager

East Phoenix Shop
Phoenix
Fontana
Tracy
N. Everett Asphalt Materials
Lytle Creek
Miami Plant
Clinchfield Quarry
Modesto Admin Office
Clinchfield Plant
Louisville Plant
Louisville Plant
Louisville Plant
Davenport Sand Plant
Valkaria
Naples Wiggins Pass
Krome Quarry

Don’t forget to follow us!
#CEMEX
www.facebook.com/CEMEXUSA
www.twitter.com/CEMEX_USA
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“Let’s place our Customer at the center of our
operations in order to exceed their expectations
and to create an enjoyable experience whenever
they do business with us.”
20 YEARS
Philip M Stein
Curtis W Lemaire
Kenneth D Bruley
Edward Perea Jr
Joseph E Barghini
Gregory W Davis
Daniel C Rowe
James W Phye
George A Kloberdanz
Pedro Garza
Hipolito Torres
Marc Tyson
Bryan R Calhoun
James H Bays
James M Peelman
Richard J Vela
Douglas F Griffin
Mario Romano
Robert L Rowell Jr
Frank E McGowen
Randy Brooks
Alvin L Stone Jr
Kent E Wine
Eduardo J Garcia Carreras
Marcos J Corro-Loyola
Mark A Graff
Brian N Gingrich
Manuel Vargas
Molina Hernandez Martin
Ramon I Valdes
Robert A Coleman
Benjamin Junior Marcellus
Kathryn A Moore
Eddena Parrish
Christopher D Jones
Chuck G Wheeler
Lola M Sundstrom
Alfredo Santos

Everett
Houston
Vancouver
Fontana
Santa Clara
Arizona
Houston
Lytle Creek
West Sacramento
New Braunfels Quarry
McKelligon Canyon
Birmingham
Birmingham
Knoxville
West Palm Beach
Lyons
Irondale
Miami
Lyons
Irondale
Montgomery Metro
Demopolis
Arizona
Houston
Napa
Alexandria
Frederick
Colton
Las Vegas
Krome
West FT. Pierce
Midtown Miami
Ft. Myers
Napa
Brooksville
Ehren Cutoff
Treasure Coast
Houston

OUR CUSTOMERS

Fernando A. Gonzalez
CEMEX Chief Executive Officer

CUSTOMER CENTRICITY, OUR PASSION
Customer Centricity is one of our business priorities at CEMEX. It is also one of our
five company values. I want to invite everyone to join us in formally committing to
make Customer Centricity our passion.
It is important to ensure that our products, services, and solutions–across all
of our operations–are focused on satisfying the needs of our clients. We must
understand that an important part of our added value is to guarantee that our
customer experience is easy, reliable and enjoyable.
To accomplish this, we have embarked on a cultural change of the utmost
relevance for all of us who are part of this great company. Regardless of our
country or our role, we will focus on ensuring that CEMEX’s trademark is always
providing extraordinary service.
It is of the utmost importance that we all share this reality. Each member of our
company, from their personal standpoint in whatever the role they perform, must
strive to make Customer Centricity the driver of our daily activities.
Our success depends on the support of all of you.

-fernando a. gonzalez
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OUR CUSTOMERS
The I-4 Ultimate Improvement Project
CEMEX is expected to supply more than
4,900 truckloads of reinforced concrete
pipe and 375,000 cubic yards of readymix concrete for the rebuilding of Central
Florida’s main freeway. The I-4 Ultimate
Improvement Project, a 21-mile makeover
of Central Florida’s main interstate, will
change the driving experience for countless
Florida residents and visitors for decades
to come. It’s the largest and most complex
infrastructure project underway in the State
of Florida today.

FOCUS ON
CUSTOMERS

OUR CUSTOMERS

FOCUS ON CUSTOMERS
“We are able to give our clients options that differentiate us
from our competitors. CEMEX not only can supply high-quality
products in a timely manner, but also assist in executing these
projects with the highest level of efficiency and safety.”
- Gonzalo Galindo, President, Florida Region.

As a proud supplier of this monumental
project, CEMEX USA is providing tailor-made
solutions and building materials that will help
to completely reconstruct the interstate ,
upgrading interchanges and bridges to meet
the needs of the growing communities in
Orange and Seminole Counties.

Lumina: San Francisco, CA
Lumina, a luxury high-rise
development in downtown San
Francisco, features a modern complex
consisting of one 37-story tower,
one 41-story tower and two ninestory mid-rises, plus three levels of
below-grade parking. In all, CEMEX
poured more than 80,000 cubic yards
of concrete for this project, which
helped to revitalize its neighborhood
and further enhance the beautiful
skyline of the City by the Bay.

The $2.3-billion project is being developed
through a public-private partnership
contract between the Florida Department
of Transportation and I-4 Mobility Partners,
which is tasked with designing, constructing,
financing, operating and maintaining the
interstate for 40 years.
“This project will bring the interstate, which
was built in the 1960s, to meet current
industry standards and better accommodate
the number of vehicles traveling on the
interstate today. Both the driver and
passengers will benefit greatly. The driver
will realize greater reliability, reduced travel
times, better traffic flow and improved
visibility, while passengers especially will
enjoy an enhanced aesthetic experience,”
said Brook Brookshire, SGL Project Director.
“Our goal is to create a signature corridor
that connects communities, improves
economies and enhances livability
throughout the region.”

TEMPE
ORLANDO

“We’re proud to be a part of this community,
and proud to be a part of the I-4 Ultimate
Improvement Project which will improve the
lives of countless commuters and visitors.
It is truly an honor to be able to help build
a better future for Central Florida,” Florida
Regional President Gonzalo Galindo said.

Tempe Town Lake Downstream
Dam: Tempe, AZ

Houston Ship Channel:
Houston, TX

After the original dam failed in 2010,
officials commissioned the replacement
project, which would become the
world’s largest hydraulically-operated
steel-crest gate dam. CEMEX was
a proud supplier for this important
community improvement, supplying
18,000 cubic yards of roller-compacted
concrete and more than 28,000 cubic
yards of conventional concrete.

We went the extra mile and
created a special marine readymix concrete mix to meet the
unique needs of this challenging
project, which was delivered over
a five-day, floating pour.

I-4: Orlando, Florida
CEMEX is expected to supply
more than 4,900 truckloads
of reinforced concrete pipe
and more than 375,000 of the
620,000 cubic yards of concrete
required for the 21-mile
makeover of Central Florida’s
main interstate.

Photos courtesy of Florida Department of Transportation
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OUR COMMUNITIES

OUR COMMUNITIES
Artificial Reef
Program

CEMEX USA Cement
Plants Earn EPA’s
ENERGY STAR®
Certification

MIAMI

Five CEMEX USA cement plants have achieved the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s ENERGY STAR® certification
for 2016. The plants—Brooksville, Miami, Clinchfield, Fairborn
and Victorville—are being recognized by ENERGY STAR® for
their efforts in energy efficiency and sustainability.
In order to achieve certification, the plants had to perform
among the top 25 percent of similar U.S. facilities for energy
conservation and meet the technical requirements of the
ENERGY STAR® Plant Energy Performance Indicators.
Throughout the year, all of the recognized plants put into
practice energy-efficiency principles established by the EPA’s
ENERGY STAR® Guidelines for Energy Management. The plants
implemented energy conservation and monitoring technologies,
promoted energy-efficiency awareness among employees and
completed energy-reduction projects.
“The effort these plants put into their sustainability initiatives,
day in and day out, is a shining example for our industry. We’re
very proud of the work they’ve done to attain ENERGY STAR®
certification this year,” said Dr. Hugo Bolio, Executive Vice
President – Cement Operations and Technology for CEMEX USA.
2016 marked the tenth consecutive year that the Clinchfield
plant achieved ENERGY STAR® Certification. It is one of only two
plants in the United States to reach that milestone.
It was also the sixth time for the Miami plant to be recognized,
the fifth for Victorville and Fairborn and the fourth for
Brooksville.

BROOKSVILLE

“CEMEX is committed to sustainable practices throughout our
operations and to building a better future for our communities
through environmental initiatives. It’s truly an honor to be
recognized by the EPA and ENERGY STAR®, and we look forward
to many more years of participation in this important program,”
CEMEX USA President Ignacio Madridejos said.

VICTORVILLE

Our Jacksonville ReadyMix Team donated
concrete to Mandarin High
School’s Artificial Reef
Program! Jacksonville
Account Manager Dan Holt
and driver Alvin Welch from Baymeadows met with
students and faculty to pour concrete into their reef
ball molds. Each mold required a yard and a half of
concrete. Since 1999, Mandarin High has made close to
100 reef balls that have been deployed off the coast
of Jacksonville and St. Augustine to help restore the
habitat and create artificial reefs.

Great Horned Owls
relocated from plant

CEMEX employees recently
found a family of great horned
owls nesting on one of the
silos at an asphalt plant just
north of Tucson. Under normal
circumstances, employees
would have left the owls alone, but this was different.
CEMEX had just sold the plant, and the buyer needed
it immediately. With the help of Janet Miller from
Wildlife Rehabilitation Northwest Tucson, they
were able to relocate the three owlets, which were
successfully transferred to the Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center for care.

Hernando
County donates
to sidewalk

Our Aggregates,
Cement, Ready-Mix
and Transport divisions
in Hernando County, Fla., recently made a donation
to the Hernando County Commission to help fund a
much-needed sidewalk project in Spring Hill. Residents
have been asking for the sidewalk for four years,
because pedestrian traffic had no way of passing the
area without going in the road. Kudos to our Hernando
County team for coming together to make their
community a better and safer place!

FEC Quarry
Boy Scout Camp

FAIRBORN
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CLINCHFIELD

Twenty-five Boy Scouts from
troops across Miami-Dade
County earned their Mining
in Society and Geology Merit

MSHA Success at
Black Mountain
Quarry

The Black Mountain
Quarry is committed to
Operational Excellence,
and it shows! The Mine
Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA) just completed its thirdstraight “zero citation” inspection at the quarry.
These intense inspections include a top-to-bottom
walk through of the facility and thorough inspections
of all work areas and equipment. Kudos to the Black
Mountain team for being an outstanding example of
operational excellence in action!

TACA Safety Awards

Three of our Texas ready-mix
plants have been recognized
by the Texas Aggregates and
Concrete Association (TACA)
for their safety efforts as part
of the annual TACA Safety
Contest. The Navigation ReadyMix Plant won a first-place TACA Safety Award for
overall safety, as well as first-place honors for safety
in the plant maintenance and fleet maintenance
departments. The Stafford and Spring plants took
home runners-up awards for overall safety – quite an
accomplishment for all!

Ready Mix USA
attends
bill-signing

Ready Mix USA GM
Evans Duncan and Area
Manager Chris McGough
recently attended a
commemorative billsigning at the Alabama House of Representatives.
The bill allows four-axle trucks to increase their load
maximum to 82,500 in the state, which will allow our
trucks to haul 11 CYD3 instead of the current 9 CYD3.
“This new legislation will help us to better serve our
customers in Alabama, while allowing us to do it in the
most effective way possible,” Duncan said.
Badges in July at FEC Quarry. To kick off the event, the
scouts got a first-hand look at the industry in action with
a behind-the-scenes mine tour. They also participated in a
safety seminar, enjoyed a personalized lesson on Florida
geology and minerals, learned to identify specific minerals
and their characteristics and got to witness a blast.
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operational excellence

operational excellence

OUR operational excellence
journey continues
It has been seven months since the rollout of CEMEX Operational Excellence.
The model’s four guiding principles are radically changing how we manage and
operate our business. The system is enabling improvements in all aspects of
the work we do and is starting to impact each and every employee. To change
our culture we must continue to progress along the Learn - Use - Live journey.
Many have started to Learn, by attending Leader and Yellow Belt training
sessions. The CI Team has shifted its focus from the education of these CI
methodologies and principles, to emphasize specific skills and dig deep in
how to move us to using them. For the remainder of the year, we will focus on
moving to use based on the calendar shown on the right.
Reach out to your CI Leader to gain support along your road to success. Check
out the successes we are already experiencing!

LEADER STANDARD WORK

August & September

Leadership, Strategy Deployment,
Leader Standard Work and Status
Boards

October & November

Skillset, Kaizen & Standard Work

December

Collaboration, Certification of
Yellow Belt & Leader and the
introduction of New Green Belt
Skillsets

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT
In March, Dr. Hugo Bolio, EVP – Cement Operations and
Technical, began Strategy Deployment for Cement Operations.
First, he worked with the leadership team to set goals for
Cement Operations based on CEMEX USA’s goals. Then, he
cascaded those goals to all cement plants. Each plant took the
goals and created a strategy-deployment plan, following the
example from Balcones.
To support this deployment, Hugo visited multiple cement
plants. During his visits, he met with the management teams
to discuss each plant’s selected burning platforms (pain points)
from their strategy-deployment plan. At the Demopolis plant,
they discussed their burning platforms, which are:
• 90% kiln-efficiency target
• 91.1% finish mill efficiency (Mill 1&2) monthly target

Hugo checked the management team’s alignment by asking
questions regarding where money should be spent. He then
led the team in a review of their actual costs and the projects
they believe will move the plant in the right direction.
So how do the plants feel about Hugo’s visits? In Demopolis,
Hugo made a statement that grabbed some attention. He
said, “It is expensive to be poor.” He meant that, if we want
to improve, the CEMEX USA of today has to operate with a
different mindset than we did in the recession/post-recession
years of 2009-2010. During those years, the cement plants
were in savings mode.
The plant team took that message to heart and immediately
began working toward production improvements that will
enable the plant to steadily raise performance standards
and meet targets. Demopolis is already seeing
improvements in kiln and finish mill efficiency, and
the plant is energized about taking the necessary
steps to sustain them.
The cement plants are aligned and focused on
goals that are meaningful for Cement Operations
and CEMEX USA. Actions and activities are already
driving results.

When I heard about
Leader Standard
Work, I immediately
thought to myself,
“Really, another ‘todo list’?” Over the
years, I have tried
many expensive
gadgets and elaborate planners that
make a list of things to do. Like many, I
got the rush of endorphins when things
were checked off the list. It worked
for a few days, but in the end would
go right back to firefighting. Honestly,
it was easier. We all know any good
operations guy or gal wouldn’t be
worth their salt if they couldn’t put out
fires all day, right?
After many leader training sessions
explaining the Leader Standard Work

Confession from a CI Leader: How I finally realized
the hidden value of Leader Standard Work (LSW)
(LSW) methodology and trying to
convince my coworkers it was the
best thing since sliced bread, I still
didn’t get it. My manager started
sending requests for my LSW, and I
tried looking at all the very elaborate
versions floating around. Some had
pretty colors and could even calculate
your productive time! They are very
impressive, but just not for me.
Over time, I was able to start to connect
the dots and see how LSW is very much
the opposite of a traditional to-do list.
LSW is more of a plan for success. If
every leader built elements into their
LSW and followed them daily, weekly
and monthly, we would deepen our
commitment and energize our health
and safety culture.

STATUS BOARDS
Lisa Girona, from the Phoenix
City, Ala. office, has made
great strides using Status
Boards. Lisa created her
Status Board in March and
has continually improved and
sustained her board.
Lisa started by conducting a few small Kaizens to help
develop her goals for the Central division. She uses the Status
Board to track the collection percentage, and updates it on
a weekly basis to reflect the percentage collected for the
month. This allows Lisa to always know how much more she
needs to collect to get there.
The status board has now become a discussion piece for the
Sales team as well. The Sales team is tracking her progress,
and inquiring on how they can help her achieve her goals.
In the past 30 days, Lisa has reduced Central’s DSO by 7 days
and her collection percentage has risen 3.9% in the past 60
days to 79.9, with a goal of 83%.
Lisa is now working to replicate her success in other divisions.
Good luck, Lisa!
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When you build the things that are
important into your LSW, it can
greatly minimize unimportant tasks. A
successful day is when we manage to
accomplish the tasks:
1. Keeping our people healthy and safe.
2. Increasing my effectiveness as a
leader by switching from firefighting
to having LSW in place to manage
important activities such as Waste
Walks, 5S, Status Boards, etc.
3. Focus on Continuous Improvement
so that we get better every day as a
company.
In summary, design and use your LSW as
your plan for your success. It works and
will help keep you focused on what’s
really important. Reach out to your CI
Leader for more information.

“The goal
of strategy
deployment is to
discuss where
we are, where we
want to be and
how to get there.”
Dr. Hugo Bolio,
EVP, Cement Operations
and Technical

Don’t forget to follow us!
#OperationalExcellence
www.facebook.com/CEMEXUSA
www.twitter.com/CEMEX_USA
cemexusa.com/AboutUs/
OperatingExcellence.aspx
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OUR SHAREHOLDERS

OUR SHAREHOLDERS
MAHER AL-HAFFAR
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF INVESTOR RELATIONS,
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

“By exposing CEMEX’s global successes to our local markets, we can
strengthen our brand in a way that will fuel more local business and
create a stronger global identity.”
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Operational Excellence: One Team Delivering Results
In mid-July, the Continuous Improvement Organization met in New
Braunfels, Texas. The emphasis of this meeting was to review the
organization’s progress since the launch of Operational Excellence
in February, and to conduct a PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) on the
path that lay ahead. Robert Cutter, Executive Vice President of
Continuous Improvement, led the session.
Since February, the CI organization has focused on raising the
knowledge of CEMEX USA by providing training to over 1,900
leaders. In the Leader session, they learned the Operational
Excellence model, the importance of the four Guiding
Principles: Mindset, Leadership, Skillset and Collaboration,
Strategy Deployment and Leader Standard Work. In addition,
they attended Yellow Belt training, which provided the core
Continuous Improvement skillset: Waste, 5S, Standard Work,
Kaizen and Visual Management.
CEMEX USA is now ready to move from Learn to Use. Over
the coming months, CI Leaders will amp up their coaching and
facilitating action efforts. What does this mean? It is time to
apply the knowledge gained earlier this year and utilize it to
deliver business results.
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We raise the capability
of the organization by
training, coaching and
certifying.
We deliver results by
leading projects and
facilitating action.
The CI Organization is here
as your partner. We are
here to help you raise your
capabilities, and together
we will work to drive the
business results that are
important to YOU.

Operational Excellence Awards

presented a video to the group, who then voted on the winner.
Congratulations to all our nominees!

The first Operational Excellence Awards for CI Leaders were
given at the July meeting. The awards recognized members
of the organization who exemplified the Mindset Guiding
Principle and Delivering Results. Each nominee created and

To see the nominee’s videos or learn more about the CI projects,
visit the US Operational Excellence community on Shift for more
information.

Patrick Hoffman, (left)
Winner of Delivering
Results, with runnerups Craig McGaughy,
Richard Gomez, and
Rob Cutter.
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As a team, the CI
Organization pledged to a
new tactical mission:
One Team Delivering
Results.

Jesus Fernandez,
(left) Winner
of Outstanding
Mindset, with Rob
Cutter, Executive
Vice President
of Continuous
Improvement

Oak House School
Barcelona, Spain
CEMEX’s Insularis® concrete
technology offered the
school a construction solution
addressing the desired
thermal insulation and energy
efficiency requirements.
Insularis® also helped reduce
thermal bridges and provided
improved acoustic insulation—
important attributes for a
school.

Santa María de los
Caballeros chapel
Colombia

Nezahualcoyotl
Hydroelectric Dam
Chiapas, Mexico

Nelson Mandela
Bridge Barcelona,
Spain

The choice of a CEMEX
value-added concrete as the
foundational material to
achieve the architecture of the
chapel was key to carrying out
the idea within the schedule
and budget established by the
school and in keeping with the
vision of the architects at MGP
Architecture & Urbanism.

CEMEX supplied a special mix
of ready-mix concrete and
tailor-made services for the
repair of the Nezahualcoyotl
Hydroelectric Dam in the
Mexican state of Chiapas.
The infrastructure project
commonly known as the
“Malpaso Dam” remains one
of Mexico’s most significant
works of civil engineering
since it was first erected in
the 1960s.

The bridge was erected at a
strategic location, crossing
over the Llobregat River
and connecting two of
Barcelona’s most important
economic hubs: The Port of
Barcelona and the El Prat
Airport. CEMEX supplied
25,000 cubic meters of
concrete for this stunning,
304-meter-long bridge.
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Stay Informed.
Sign up for text messages to receive HR and benefits information.
You can subscribe by texting CEMEXHR to 23613 from your mobile
phone.*

Follow us:

*Text messaging and data rates may apply. Frequency of alerts depends on account
preference. For additional information and terms and conditions, go to
http://benetxt.com/cemexhr.

		www.cemexusa.com

Important:
Get ready to participate in the 2016 “Voices into Actions” Survey in
mid October and make change happen.
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Lets put our voices into actions and continue building a better CEMEX.

www.facebook.com/cemexusa

		www.twitter.com/CEMEX_USA

